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,
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\iota \, . 4 .
2 \yen $\vec{T}l\triangleright$
2.1 NIG
, NIG . ,
. $T$ . ($\Omega,$ $\mathcal{F},$ $(\mathcal{F}_{t})_{t\epsilon[0,T]}$ , $P$)
. $\Omega$ , $\mathcal{F}$ $\sigma$ , $(\mathcal{F}_{t})_{t\in[0.\eta}$ $\mathcal{F}$ $\nearrow\backslash$
$P$ . , . $L(t)$ ,
.
NIG LNIG $(t)$ , NIG . NIG
. , NIG $t$ NIG
, .
$f^{NIG}(x,t; \alpha,\beta,\mu,\delta)=\frac{\alpha}{\pi}\exp\{\delta t(\gamma+\beta s(x))\}\frac{K_{1}(\alpha\delta t\sqrt{1+s(x)^{2}})}{\sqrt{1+s(x)^{2}}}$ (1)
$\alpha,\beta,$ $\mu,$
$\delta$ NIG $\delta>0,$ $\alpha>0,0\leq|\beta|\leq a,$ $\mu\in R$ .
, $\gamma=\sqrt{\alpha^{2}-\beta^{2}},$ $s(x)= \frac{x-\mu t}{\delta t}$ . , $K_{1}$ 1 3
. NIG ,
$f^{NIG}(x,t;\alpha,\beta,\mu,\delta)=O(|x|^{-\S}$ exp $\{\beta x-a|x|\})a\epsilon|x|arrow\infty$ (2)
.
NIG , Rydberg (1997) Rbeliro and Webber (2003)
NIG $\phi_{NIG}(u)$ .
$\phi_{N1G}(u)=\exp\{i\mu tu-\delta t^{\sqrt{\alpha^{2}-(\beta+iu)^{2}}\}}-\gamma$ , (3)
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$M_{NIG}(u)=\exp t^{\mu tu-\delta t}\sqrt{\alpha^{2}-(\beta+u)^{2}}-\gamma\}$ . (4)
, $t$ NIG
$\mu t+\frac{\beta\delta t}{\gamma}$ , (5)






$S(t)$ $t$ . $S(t)$ .
$S(t)=S(0)$ exp $\{L(t)\}$ . (9)
$H_{T}(w)$ . $w\in\Omega$ . ,
,
$H_{T}(w)=( \frac{1}{N}\sum_{n\sim 1}^{N}S(t_{\mathfrak{n}})-K)_{+}$ , (10)
. , $t_{n},n=1,$ $\ldots,$ $N$ . . $K$ .




$E^{Q}$ $[]$ $Q$ .
2.2
, LD
, . . $F(x)$
, $U$ $(0,1)$ . , $X=F^{-1}(U)$
$F$ . , $F^{-1}$ $F$ . , $X$
$F$ , $U=F(X)$ . ,
, . , $X=F^{-1}(U)$
LD , . ,
, .
$f$ , , $x$ .
$\int_{-\infty}^{x}f(s)ds=u$ for arbitrary $u\in(O, 1)$ ,
, ,
. , H6rmann and Leydold (2003)
( HL ). HL
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, . HL ,
, $i$ } $H_{i}(u)$ $F^{-1}(u)u\in(0,1)$
. , Hormann and Leydold (2003) 3
.
HL , $[b_{l}, b_{r}]$ . ,
$F(b_{l})$ $1-F(b_{r})$ $\epsilon_{u}$ . ,
. $b_{t}=p_{0}<p_{1}<\cdots<p_{N}=b_{r}$
3 .
1. $u_{\max}$ . ,
.
$u_{\iota+1}-u_{1}=F(p:+1)-F(p:)<u_{m}$ . (12)
. , $p\sim=\frac{1}{2}(P:+p:+1)$ .
2. . $\epsilon_{u}$ . .
$|F(H_{1}(\overline{u}))-\overline{u}|<\epsilon_{u}$ (13)
. . $\pi=f1(u\{+u_{t+1})$ , $H_{1}$ $(u_{i}, u_{1+1})$ HL
.
, . 3 $\backslash \backslash \backslash -$ ,
.
$\frac{1}{f(p_{1})}\leq 3\frac{p:+1-p}{u_{i+1}-u},$ $\frac{1}{f(p_{1}+1)}\leq 3\frac{p_{1+1}-p}{u_{+1}-u_{1}}$ . (14)






$a_{i2}=3(p:+1-p:)-(u_{\iota+1}-u:)( \frac{2}{f(p_{1})}+\frac{1}{f(p_{1+1})})$ , (18)
$a_{l}s=-2(p:+1-p:)+(u:+1-u_{1})( \frac{1}{f(p_{i})}+\frac{1}{f(p_{+1})})$ . (19)




Imai and Tan $(2W6)$
LT . ,
.
$N$ $X=(X_{1}, \ldots, X_{N})$
$g$ . $\Omega$ X . $f$ .
, $F(x)$ $X_{t},i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $N$ , $I$ .
$I=E[g( X)]=\int\cdots\int_{\Omega}g(x)f(x_{1})\cdots f(x_{N})dx_{1}\cdots dx_{N}$ . (20)
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, $I$ . $y:=F(x_{i}),$ $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $N$
$I= \int\cdots\int_{[0,1]^{N}}g(F^{-1}(y_{1}), \ldots,F^{-1}(y_{N}))dy_{1}\cdots dy_{N}$ . (21)
(21) $I$ $N$ $Y=(Y_{1}, \ldots, Y_{N})$ $g(F^{-1}(y_{1}), \ldots, F^{-1}(y_{N}))$
.
Imai and Tan (2007) , LT ,
. $Z=\Phi^{-1}(Y)$ . , $\Phi$
. , $I$ .
$I= \int\cdots\int_{-\infty}^{\infty}g(F^{-1}(\Phi(z_{1})), \ldots,F^{-1}(\Phi(z_{N})))\phi(z_{1})\cdots\phi(z_{N})dz_{1}\cdots dz_{N}$
$=E[g(F^{-1}(\Phi(Z_{1})), \ldots,F^{-1}(\Phi(Z_{N})))]$ , (22)
, $\phi$ , $Z=$ $(Z_{1}, \ldots , Z_{N})$ $N$
. . $I$ . LT
, $\epsilon$ $A$ $\hat{Z}=A\epsilon$
. , $I$
$I=E[g(F^{-1}(\Phi(A_{1}.\epsilon)), \ldots,F^{-1}(\Phi(A_{N}.\epsilon)))]$ , (23)
. , $A_{t}.,$ $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $N$ A $i$ .
, $A^{s}$ $G(\epsilon)=G(F^{-1}(\Phi(A_{1}.\epsilon)), . .., F^{-1}(\Phi(A_{N}.\epsilon)))$
. $\epsilon=\epsilon\wedge+A\epsilon$ , 1 $G$
$G( \epsilon)\approx G(\epsilon\wedge)+\sum_{n=1}^{N}\frac{\partial G}{\partial\epsilon_{n}}|_{\epsilon=b}\Delta\epsilon_{n}$, (24)
. , LD 1 , $\Delta\epsilon_{1}$
.
$\frac{\partial G}{\partial\epsilon_{n}}=\sum_{i-1}^{N}\frac{\partial g}{\partial x:}\frac{\partial x_{i}}{\partial y_{\iota}}\frac{\partial y_{1}}{\partial z_{i}}\frac{\partial z_{1}}{\partial\epsilon_{n}}$
$= \sum_{i\approx 1}^{N}g_{x}(x)(F^{-1}(y_{i}))’\phi(z_{j})a:1$ (25)
$g_{x}(x)$ $g$ $x_{i}$ , ’ $F^{-1}$ . ,
$a_{i1}$ A $(i, 1)$ – . $d$ 1 .
$d=(g_{x_{1}}(\hat{x})(F^{-1}(y_{1}\wedge))’\phi(z_{1}\wedge)$ , ..., $g_{x_{N}}(\wedge x)(F^{-1}(y_{N}\wedge))’\phi(z_{N}\wedge))$
$=(g_{x\text{ }}( \hat{x})\frac{\phi(z_{1}\wedge)}{f(x_{1}\wedge)},$ $\ldots,g_{\iota_{N}}(\wedge x)\frac{\phi(z_{N}\wedge)}{f(x_{N}\wedge)})$ (26)
, .
$\frac{\theta G}{\partial\epsilon_{1}}|_{e=b}=(d, A_{1})$ (27)




Table 1: Parameter values for numerical examples
$\overline{\overline{\underline{\underline{75.49-4.08930a\beta\delta\mu}}}}$
Table 2: The accuracy and $\infty mputing$ time of the numerical inversion method
$d$ , $x_{i}=F^{-1}(\Phi(A_{1}.e))$ .
. , HL .
LT . , LT ,









. , Rydberg (1997) .
NIG Rblel . 10% , ,
100, 1 .
NIG , , Ribeiro and Webber $(2\infty 3)$
.
3.1
, H\"ormann and Leydold $(2W3)$
.
, ,
. , $\epsilon_{u}=10^{-10}$ . 2
, . , Inter $X\infty nCPU3.60GHz$ ,
$2.\infty GBRAM$ PC , , JAVA .
$N$ , $T$ . ,
1000 , 5 . , ,
.
$AE_{i}=|u_{i}- \int_{-\infty}^{x_{l}}f(\epsilon)d_{8}|,i=1,$
$\ldots$ , 100000. (29)




$F_{H}^{-1}$ $()$ . $mw$’ ” mean”




. NIG , ,
,
. 100, , $1m$ ,
, 10% .
4 . $MC(INV)$ HL
. $MC(IG)$ ,
. $MC(IG)$ Rydberg (1997) NIG NIG
. , NIG
. NIG , , ,
. , 30 .
- $2^{12}=4096$ .
, 30 , 30 ,
. , ( - ) ,
. 30x4096 ,
. 3 $QMC(INV)$
HL . , LD
Sobol’ , 60 Latin Supercube
Sampling(LSS) . 30 $x4096$
\iota \, 30 , , , .
4 $QMC(T)$ , $QMC(INV)$ .
, $QMC(T)$ $QMC(INV)$ LD .
$A$ , 6 , QR
. , . ,
, $QMC(T)$
.
, 4 . $N=4$
$T=1$ 4 , 4
. , Ribeiro and Webber (2003)
, $N=16,64$,256 . , ,
, ,
4, 16, 64, 256 ,
.
3
$\bullet$ $N$ $MC(INV)$ , $MC(IG)$ .
, $MC(INV)$ $N$ , $MC(IG)$
$3N$ .. 2 , $QMC(INV)$ $N$
. , , ( - ) . $N$
, .
$\bullet$ $QMC(T)$ 4 . $QMC(INV)$ ,
2 , 10 . , $QMC(T)$ $[ \min, \max]$
, $QMC(INV)$ .
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Table 3: Asian call option prices under NIG Levy process
Table 4: Plain vanilla call option $pric\infty$ under NIG Levy $pro\varpi s$
121
4 . , $N$
. 3
. , $QMC(T)$ ,









. Imai and Tan (2007) GH(generalized hyperbolic)
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